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Abstract. The antenna is the key component for
radio detection of cosmic air showers. For large-scale
radio detector arrays we designed a crossed polarized
short aperiodic loaded loop antenna (SALLA) with
only 100 cm diameter, less than 2 kg weight and
material cost of about 60 Euro. It is a special type of
the well-known Beverage antennas. The E-plane and
H-plane directional diagram features a wide main
lobe towards zenith with a 3 dB beam width of150

o.
SALLA systematically uses internal losses by resistor
loading and their sensitivity reaches the theoretical
limit given by the omnipresent galactic noise. In re-
turn SALLA has in comparison to dipoles and other
standard antennas the widest main lobe, the lowest
calibration uncertainty, dispersion, weight, material
costs, and production time, the smallest dimension,
and the highest robustness. SALLA has practically
the same directional sensitivity in the E- and H-
plane. Thus the sensitivity is rotational invariant. The
properties of this new antenna including its delay and
transfer function are given.

Keywords: extensive air showers, radio emission,
antennas

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cosmic ray air showers produce pulsed wideband
geosynchrotron radio signals in the frequency range 10
to 100 MHz [1]. Due to man made radio frequency
interferences (RFI), see Fig. 1, the useable bandwidth
range from 30 to 80 MHz.

The necessary antenna influences the achievable band-
width, the RFI suppression, and the calibration uncer-
tainty decisively. The different types of antennas have
especially different directional diagrams (sky coverage),
frequency dependencies, noise immunity and sensitivity
to environmental conditions (e.g. conductivity, dielec-
tricity and distance to the ground). On the other hand
the antenna design has to be robust, low-cost, and easy
to assemble.
The limitation of our antenna-sensitivity to radio signals
is given in this frequency range by the galactic noise,
first time identified by Jansky 1933 [2], and solar flairs
and lightning. But the latter two are limited to short time
periods - giving no serious problem for long term radio
observation of cosmic rays. The noise level of Galactic
noise is frequency dependent [3] and limits by its field
strength value in the order of10 µV/m the sensitivity of
obersavtion to cosmic radio emission. Furthermore the
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Fig. 1: Measured radio background at Karlsruhe (dashed
line, Ka) and at Pierre Auger Observatory, Argentina
(solid line, Arg). The differences in the background are
due to overload protection outside the shown measuring
range.

noise intensity varies over the day as the galactic center
is moving through the field of view. In the framework of
LOPES (LOFAR PrototypE Station) andLOPESSTAR

a Self-Triggered Array of Radio antennas is developed.
To obtain an optimized design we explored different
types of antennas. We started with dipole like antennas,
logarithmic periodic dipole antenna (LPDA) and arrive
now at a short loop antenna derived from the Beverage
antenna [4].

II. D IPOLE ANTENNAS

Most of cosmic ray radio detectors use dipoles due to
their easy assembly and cost effectiveness. For instance
the CODALEMA [6] receiver uses short planar dipoles
or the LOPES30 [5] experiment uses inverted V-dipoles
(Fig. 2a). With a receiver bandwidth a little bit more
than one octave most of classical antenna types like
dipoles are difficult to handle, because their antenna
impedances and directional diagrams are frequency de-
pendent (Fig. 2b). Furthermore due to their double-sided
directional diagram (zenith and ground) up to 50% of the
antenna output signal may originate from reflections at
ground. Thus their characteristics change with ground
properties like humidity, conductivity, dielectricity or
distance as can be seen in Fig. 2b. The on the first
view simple and low cost dipole antennas produce a high
calibration uncertainty and possibly require at weather
changes an individual antenna calibration.

III. L OGARITHMIC PERIODIC DIPOLE ANTENNAS

(LPDA)

To avoid the uncertainties of dipolesLOPESSTAR

uses custom-built wideband directional antennas with
a single-sided directional diagram. The first approach
was the logarithmic-periodic dipole antenna (LPDA)
with crossed polarisation (east/west and north/south), see
Fig. 3a. The excellent wideband properties of the LPDA
assures an almost frequency independent directional dia-
gram, antenna gain, and impedance. Within the receiver

bandwidth the return loss in a50 Ω system is less than
15 dB. The E-plane directional diagram features a wide
main lobe towards zenith with a3 dB beam width of
100o at an average antenna gain of4 dBi (Fig. 3b).
The high side lobe attenuation in the horizontal and
backward direction suppresses man-made RFI with flat
elevations, minimizes the interactions with ground and
thus enables a very low calibration uncertainty without
individual antenna calibration. In particular this is an
important advantage for large scale radio detector arrays.
LPDAs widely fulfil all required electrical properties.
Only their overhanging dimensions of4×4×4 m3 cause
mechanical problems under harsh weather conditions
and the construction is not very cost-effective.

IV. SHORT BEVERAGE ANTENNA

Another way to design wideband directional antennas
with dimensions much smaller than the LPDA is given
by resistively loaded aperiodic antennas with internal
losses. They also have excellent wideband properties
as the resistor load dominates in comparison with
the capacitive or inductive reactance. The question is
whether internal antenna losses are tolerable or not:
In this application at frequencies below100 MHz the
noise is dominated by external noise sources. The om-
nipresent and unavoidable galactic noiseNe (Te =
5000 K @ 60 MHz [3]) is about 10 dB larger than the
internal receiver noiseNi(TRec ≈ 500 K). Thus the
effective signal-to-noise ratio SNR remains unaffected
even if antennas with internal losses are used. The max-
imum permitted antenna lossαAnt without significant
lowering of the signal-to-noise ratio is given when the
internal receiver noise remains below the attenuated
external noise, e.g.αAnt = 10 dB at 60 MHz.
For large scale radio detector arrays we designed a
crossed polarized short aperiodic loaded loop antenna
(SALLA) with only 100 cm diameter, less than2 kg
weight and material cost of about 60 Euro (Fig. 4a). It
is a special type of the well-known Beverage antennas.
The principle of the antenna with its damping resistor
responsible for the wide bandwidth is shown in Fig. 4b.
The E-plane directional diagram (Fig. 4c) features a
wide main lobe towards zenith with a3 dB beam width
of 150o which is 50o wider than the LPDA directional
pattern an thus enables enough sensitivity also for show-
ers with low elevation angles. The insensitivity to ground
properties is better than with the LPDA and enables the
lowest calibration uncertainty compared to a dipole as
the inverted V-dipole (Fig. 4c).

SALLA is designed to achieve the minimum required
gain even at the sole presence of galactic noise (Fig. 5).
At the additional presence of man-made noise in a
rural environment like the Pierre-Auger-Observatory the
antenna gain is about5 dB above the required minimum.

V. A NTENNA DELAY AND DISPERSION

Due to the passive antenna design the LPDA but
also SALLA may be used for both transmitting and
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Inverted V-dipole, and (b) its calculated E-plane directional diagram in dBi at 2.5 m height above ground
for free space, and rocky, dry, wet, and plashy ground (with adielectricity constantǫ = 1, 3, 15, 30, 80).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) Logarithmic Periodic Dipole Antennas (LPDA), (b) its E-plane directional diagram as in Fig. 2b.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: (a) Short Aperiodic Loaded Loop Antenna (SALLA), (b)its principle, (c) and its E-plane directional diagram.

receiving. Thus the antennas may be calibrated with
the two-antennas-method with high accuracy without the
need of a reference antenna. Using a vector-network-
analyzer the antenna gain but as well the antenna phase-
response and group-delay were analysed and used for

the receiver calibration spanning the whole signal path.
With the LPDA lower frequencies have a higher delay
than frequencies at the upper band limit resulting in
a dispersion of30 ns. That is due to the different
path lengths at different frequencies: Lower frequencies
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Fig. 5: Minimum required antenna gain without sig-
nificant lowering the signal-to-noise ratio for external
galactic noise (grey) and for man-made noise (black:
rural environment) including a characteristic noise of
the preamplifier of2 dB. Frequency dependent galactic
noise temperatures are derived from [3].

(longer wavelength) have to pass through the dipole
structure to reach the corresponding longest dipole sticks
and then have to run back to the feed point via the centre
wave guide. The SALLA delay response remains widely
constant with a delay of5 ns and a dispersion of5 ns
only. Thus the minimal linear distortion of the pulse
shape is achieved with SALLA. These delays have to
be included for a precise analysis of the data.

VI. FLATNESS OF ANTENNA TRANSFER FUNCTION

MATCHED-FILTER DESIGN

The antenna transfer functionTA(f) is the ratio of the
antenna output voltageUA to the electric field strength
| ~E|. Its dimension is a length, the so-called effective
antenna length. The received power P may be calculated
by the Poynting vector|~S| = | ~E × ~H | = E2/η0 and
the effective antenna planeAW = GA(f)2λ2/4π and
is fed via the output voltageUA to the receiver input
impedanceZ0.

P = S · AW =
E2 · GA(f) · c2

η0 · 4π · f2
=

U2

A

Z0

, (1)

with the wavelengthλ, the vacuum impedanceη0, the
magnetic field H, the speed of lightc, and the antenna
gain related to the isotropic radiatorGA(f). From eq. 1
we get the transfer function (effective length):

TA(f) =
UA

E
=

√

Z0 · GA(f) · c2

η0 · 4π · f2
(2)

As both the cosmic radio pulse frequency spectrum
and the external noise frequency spectrum decrease at
increasing frequencies with similar shape a matched-
filter design requires an approximately flat amplitude
frequency response [7]. A flat antenna transfer function
TA(f) is not achieved by a frequency independent con-
stant antenna gain but with an antenna gain increasing
with frequencyGA(f) ∼ f2 (eq. 2).

This is well fulfilled with the SALLA design (Fig. 5).
Thus a constant signal-to-noise ratio is enabled over
the full frequency range. The LPDA with its widely
constant antenna gainGA(f) ≈ const. ≈ 4 dBi
(Fig. 3b) produces a transfer functionTA(f) with a 1/f
characteristic (eq. 2), corresponding to an integration in
the time domain. This emphasis of lower frequencies
does not fulfil the matched-filter condition and thus
has a suboptimal signal-to-noise ratio, if no amplitude
frequency response correction is done.

VII. D ISCUSSION

The comparison clearly shows that the dipole antennas
(as planar or inverted V dipoles) are not very well suited
for the radio detection of cosmic ray air showers in large
scale radio arrays, if they are mounted on poles with a
distance of about2.5 m from the ground and because
their dependence from environmental conditions, such
as wetness of the ground, changes their calibration by
more than10 dB. These environment conditions cannot
be neglected. As conclusion of these calculations and
measurements it results, that antennas with no reason-
able backward suppression, as dipoles, are not very
simple to handle in a calibrated radio experiment with
changing conductivity and dielectricity constant of the
ground. The required low calibration uncertainties and
frequency independent directional diagrams could be
achieved more easily with wideband directional anten-
nas, like the LPDA or SALLA. While the LPDA is a
conservative approach with a high gain reserve of10 dB
related to the minimum required antenna gain, SALLA
systematically uses internal losses by resistor loading
and their sensitivity reaches the necessary theoretical
limit given by the omnipresent galactic noise. In return
SALLA has the widest main lobe, the lowest calibra-
tion uncertainty, dispersion, weight, material costs, and
production time, the smallest dimension, and the highest
robustness. SALLA has practically the same sensitivity
in the E- and H-plane and a flat transfer function from
the field strength inµV/m to the detected voltage in the
receiver. In the range of a few dB it is still possible to
enhance the sensitivity of the SALLA by its size and a
more elaborated preamplifier.
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